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I .2.3 Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) Theory

VSEPR deals wilh factors that affect molecular geometry - bond length, bond angles, and bonding

and non-bonding (lone) pair electrons around lhe central atom in a molecule.

A molecule adopts the geometry that maximizes the distance between electron pairs around the

central atom, \rhich minimizes electrostatic repulsion. ln determining geometry, multiple bonds can

be treated like a single bond.

Lone pairs are not as localized as bonding pairs and this causes stronget repulsion between

groups (leading to a greater angle distance between the elect.ons pairs):
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Hybridization

Although the idea of orbital overlap allows for an understanding of the covalent bond, it is not always

easy to elitend these ideas to polyalomic molecules.

To explain geometries, we oflen assume that the atomic orbitals on an atom mix to form new orbjtals

called hybrid orbitals.

The shape of any hybrid orbital is dlfferent from the shapes of the original atomic obitals.

The process of mixing atomic orbitals as atoms approach each other to form bonds is called

hybridization.

The total number of atomic orbitals on an atom remains conslant, however, and so the number of
hybrid orbitats on an atom equals the number ot atomic orbitals mixed.

Hybridization relies on the idea that atomic orbitals (s, p and d) can combine with one another forming

hybrid orbitals that maximize charge separation and explains how molecules can exist with bond

angles predicled by VSEPR theory.

sp3 hybridîzation

. Think of hybridization as describing the bonding of atoms, but from a given atom's point of

view (often the central atom).

. Consider methane (CH4) - we would expect lhat lhe carbon should have 4 orbitals with the

correct symmetry to bond to 4 hydrogen aloms. However, we know that carbon's ground state

configuration is (ils valence eleclrons exist in 2s and 2p):

. Valence bond theory would predict (based on the existence of two half-rilled p-type orbitals)

that carbon would form only two covalent bonds (cH2). This therefore does nol explain the

existence of methane.

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101'com/solutions 20
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perhaps the carbon is abre to exciteJ:dei:î:î:::ti^::."Jl1r 
into a new 2p orbitar'

theoretically allowing for four bor

This however would imply that the various bonds of CHr would have difiering energies due to

ditterent levels of orbital overlap The solution is hybridization'

, and new, hybridized orbitals are

We get an excitation oi an

Tffi:iïÏJ "r;" ";;" attemptins to bond with four hvdrosens, four hvbrid orbitals

are required.

1111
"p' "p' 

sp3 sp3

c' i*
Therefore, the 2s orbital mixes with the three 2p orbitals to form four sp3 hybrids.

ln CHr, four sp3 hybridized orbitals on the carbon atom are overlapped by hydrogen's 1s

orbital, yielding four o (sigma) bonds.

The four bonds are

requirements).

H

of the same lenglh and strength (therefore the theory fits
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sp'? hybridization

Consider ethene (C2H4).

to two hydrogens:
Ethene has a double bond between its carbons, v/ith each cârbon aftached

H

\
c

H

H

H
First, mnsider each type of t
hydrogen atoms ano ttre otnerll 

that the carbon has to possess. one carbon is bound to two]arùon through single o bonds (therefore 3 equal o bonds).
Each carbon is a,so bound to
ethene, they must possess , * 

*" o'"' by a single Û bond' Therefore, for each cârbon atom in
bond. 

lual orbitals to form 3 o bonds, and an extra orbital to form 
".,nn," 

r,

Hofl can w€ explain this reguhement?

Consider what happened before in methane. The ground state of carbon is as follo,,vs:

An excited electron from the 2s orbital witl jump into ân empty 2p orbital
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But this time, we need 3 identicâl hybrid orbitals and one extra p orbital. Therefore, instead of

combining the single 2s orbilal, wilh the three 2p orbitals (forming four sp3 hybridized orbitals as with

methane), the 2s orbital will combine with only two of the three available 2p orbitâls:

l
p

I 11
c* fl sPz sÿ sPz

1s

This forms three sp'?hybridized orbitals and one p orbital for the double bond beh^/een the carbons (pi
bonds always form from unhybridized p-orbitals).

ln elhylene the two carbon atoms form a o bond by overrapping two sp2 orbitars and each carbon
atom forms two covarent bonds with hydrogen by s-sp2 overrap aI with 120. angres. The n bond
between the carbon atoms perpendicurar to the morecurar prane is formed by the 2p-2p overrap:

The set o orbitals sp2 +p

Overlap ofp orbitals leading to pi ( r) bond

Sigma (o) bonds
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sp hybridization

The chemical bonding in compounds such as alkynes with tripled bonds is explained by sp

hybridizalion.

Consider C2H2. One of the carbon atoms is going to form a o bond to both hydrogen and the other

carbon. lt is also going 10 form two n bonds with the second carbon as well

The ground state of carbon is:

An excited electron from the 2s orbital will iump into an empty 2p orbital as before:

I

p

CT
lI sp2 sd sP2

G

Butthistimeweonlywanttoformtwohybridorbitals,andleavetwoporbitalsfortheT'bonds.
Carbon does this by forming two sp hybrid orbitals'
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"

lnthismodel'the2sorbitalmixeswithonlyoneofthethreep-orbitalsresultingintwosphybridized

orbitals and two remaining unchanged p orbitals'
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The chemical bonding in acetylene (C2H2) consists of sp-sp overlap between the two carbon atoms

forming a o bond, a s-sp overlap between the two cârbon atoms and the two hydrogen atoms, and

two additional n bonds formed by p-p overlap between the carbon atoms (forming a triple bond):

The Relationship Between Bond Angles and Hybridization:

h

+
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1.3 Formal Charges

Formal charge (FC) calculations for each alom in a molecule are useful for assessing:

1. Whether a valence electron distribution is reasonable.

2. Equivalent or near-equivalenl Lewis slructures due to resonance.

Formal charges do not reliably predict bond polarity or the distribution of actuat charge.

Formal Charge =(#of valence electrons in free atom)- (#of lone pair electrons) -(#of bonds)

The sum of the formal charges from all the atoms:

1. ln a molecule must be zero.

2. ln an ion must be equal to the total charge.

Solutions will be posted at www.ptepl0l.com/solutions 26
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1.4 Practice Problems

1. The structure of chloramphenicol, a useful antibiotic, is shown below. euestions 1A and 1B
pertain to this structure.

aj

H \!<"
cHct2

14.

A) sp

18.

A) sp

2.

The hybridization of the carbon ,,e,, 
is

B) sp' c) sp' D) 2p E) tetrahedral

The hyb.idization of the nitrogen ,,d,, 
is

B)sp' O"p, o) 2p E) tetrahedral

ln the following molecules, all bonds and non_bonding electron pairs are sho\ryn, but nocharges on individual atoms. The neutral molecule is:

o_o .

A)

aa aa aa
N-N:o

aa

B)

,_J . N:N:N

D)

t'
H

c)

3. Name the following compounds (use the IUpAC system):
a),OH b) .r

-.-'\,CHr (( I^, "."-.__-.._-(],.\,/ -oH T ïct oH

r:c'-r-1-""-'*r:

ct

Solutions will be posted at www.preplOl.com/solutions
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4.

d

NHz

a) What is the hybridization of the atom designated by a?

What is the âpproximate bond angle around the atom designated by b?

What is the shape at lhe atom designated by c?

What is the shape at the atom designated by d?

b)

c)

d)

5.

)-\e
How many sp3-hybridized atoms does the above molecule have?

a)0 b)1 c)? d) 3 e)4

How many n-bonds are there in the above molecule?

a)3 b) 4 c)s d)o e)7

How many carbon-carbon o-bonds are there in the above molecule?

a)7 b)8 c)s d)10 e)11

6. of the molecules below those which possess a dipole moment are:

(1) BF3 (2\ PF 3
(3) cs, (4) CF4

C) (2) only D) none ofthem
A) (2) and (4) onlv B) (1)' (2) and (4) onlv

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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7. A zero molecular dipole moment is found in:

A) I-Cl C) ' NCl3

B) Cl2O D) . N:C-C:-N.

8. Name the following:

f3 
cE2-{H2-cff3

CIr3-$.*cE-cr+a
ffi3

Solutions will be posted at ti,ww.prep101.comlsolutions 
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Chapler Two: Conformational Analysis of Alkanes

2.1 Conformational Analysis of Alkanes

Confolmers (a form of isomer) are organic molecules that do not have a chiral center (discussed

later), but have ihe ability to adapl ro dîferent shapes in space (i.e'' conformations)'

Molecules that are comprised of carbon-carbon single bonds (o bonds) have the capability to undergo

lree rotation arov.d such bonds.

This free roration will exchange the location of terminalsegments Ielative to each other' potentially

causing steric repulsion among such groups (NB: Wu }Àn think of these groups as "substituents"

but be careful wilh the use of this term as this is often nol conect in an IUPAC context)'

Conformers are best visualized using Newman proiections'

Newman proiections display the molecule from a head on view' as thoph you are lookirg straight

down the axis of the sigma bond in question'

Example:

giÿes

ln the above example, every 60' rotation in ethane brings

about a change from the more stable staggeled

confomation to the less stable eclipsed conformation'

The size of the "substituents' that are connected to the

carbon-carbon bond in question also effect the degrees of

stability of various conformers'

O,f importancæ' three conformational positions can exist:

Gauche, Anti and Eclipsed'

60" rotation
:

H

ecliqsed

,S;,",.,."
H

CH:

:#: -,
cHr

1l

@"'";"0'"0

30
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Although three key conformer positions exist, torsional strain, which is caused by the repulsion

belween electron clouds (steric hindrance) when two or more atoms are in close proxlmity, will
cause e favorable conJormational position (i.e., anti, as the largest electron clouds will be furthest
apart thereby reducing steric hindrance).

Note that torsional strain reduces stability and increases energy. Remember, high energy means low
stability and vice-versa:

1
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rr*tr*.r
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lt

ll
(.It.,

o'

Of interest, ethane has the same number of conformalional c
appears to be constant in each. why might this be so? 

onflguratlons' yet the energy level

I
E

3m

Degrees of Rotation 0

Answer: Àl six eledron clouds produced by hydrogen have the same magnitude of she!

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions
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2.2 Gonformational analysis of Cylcoalkanes

The actual 3-D Struc{ure of cycloalkanes is even more poorly represented by the standard 2-D way of

drawing them. Consider cyclohexane, shown below. Drawn in this planar manner, it is hard to see

that cyclohexane takes two major shapes: the chair and boat form.

The chair form is more stable than the boat lorm because substituents are in a staggered

conformation between each carbon-carbon single bond:

o -5q
6_4*H {*

(clrair fom)
(nrole stable)

(boat form)

(less stable)

s
H
3

H

lndeed, looking at the energy profile foI the different shapes cyclohexane can take' it is easy to see

that the chair conformation is the most stable:

itJt

i
I
ItI
!
E

452lcl ûllt

1'-Jo
A!-

.J:.2:>-\-1= ,g?:k/
cl$r

Hln ,'l{
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ln the chair conformation, substituents take either an axial or equatorial position, which alternales al

each carbon:

hàltchsir

Ring flips can occur with cyclohexanes (and other cycloalkanes).

This means that' for exampre, with a substituted cycroarkane, the substituent can occupyeither an equatorial position, or, through ring flip, an axial position.

Solutions will be posted at urww.prepl01.com/solutions
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On your midterm, you may have to draw a flipped ring, so be familiar with how to do

this!

The most siable conformation is achieved lvhen the cyclohexane is in a chair configuration,

with the laroer substituent in thê eouatoraal position. This is also true for di-substituted

cyclohexanes. This is because of '1,3-diaxaal interactions which we will discuss later'

lf substituent A is largêr than B, the second confonnation of the ring (on the right) would be

favored.

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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2.3 l,3diaxialinteractions

1,3-diaxial interâctions results in steric strain between substituents 3 cârbons apart on a ring:

1,&diexjal interactions (occur between X-y, X-Z and y-Z)

Note- larger substituents have stronger 1,3-diaxial inleraclions

1,3-diaxial interactions in methylcyclohexane drive equilibrium to the right:

ll cH) (a)

lt

((]) Thc confo nadoûs of nreth)4clclohcxàne wtth the nEdl)I gtoup nÀtitl il,rrJ cquuroriat (J). (à) I,3-Diaxial int"ru.rtom Lin e"n ttr" ,*o'àririÇrug", 0,n.. u"o ,t 
"r,tritl me.rhvt 

-Èroùl in rhe rxial confornrârion of merh),kycl;he,(;;;lrJJtrown wiu aasleaaftous. Lcss crowding occurs in the equard.iôf 
"n"fni.iriun. 

- -- '' - ' '"'

Key idea: Bulky substituents
1,3-diaxiarinteractions. 

^"",Ji::il,::1ffifiïT",.îator'ar 
position to avoid these

To clarify this idea, make a mo;cular model! 
e side with the leasl steric strain-

With disubstituted rings, both s!
atways possible. when t!rc o,lottfu"ntt 

prefer to be in the equatorial position, but this is not

position, the rarger one genera,,rÏlï' "'o"t'tuents are 'competing' for the coveteo equatoriat

Solutions will be posted at ril,ww.prepl0l.com/solutions
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2.4 DisubstitutedCycloalkanes: Cis-Translsomerism

The presence of two substituents on a ring allows for the possibility of cis and trans iso.nerism.

To determine if 2 groups on a cyclohexane ring are cls or trans:

1. Draw a line 180" to the carbon that each group is bonded to.

2. lf both groups are:

On the same side of the line (above/below) - they are cis'

On opposite sides of the line - they are trans'

Therefore, the groups are cis in the above example'

ExamPles:

. Trans -1,A-dirnethylcyclohexane:

More Stable

Equal§ Stable

Hd

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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2.5 Practice Problems

1. Draw the following as a Newman proiection in anti and gâuche form:

Draw both chair forms of cis-1-bromo-3-methyrcycrohexane. which is more stabre and why?

which of the fo'owing structures represents the most stabre conformation of the morecure
shown belo\r/'?

a)

\ /--.--.-7\..-a
,,'^\

d) 
Ir r---) -,'\/--.----1,"\

orl
-- f-"-1--l

/,\
e)

\ ,/------7\
"--\\r-\

c)

Solutions will be posted at www.prepl0l.com/solutions 37
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Draw the chair strucfure for cr.s-Decalin?
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4. H

ep
H

êi+Dscâlla

Which of the following best describes the relationship between the hydrogens attached to CB

and c9? 
o

(a) gauche

(c) cis

(e) unsaturated

(b) ecliPsed

(d) trans

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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6. The molecular structure below is menthyl chloride. One of the possible isomers has the

isopropyl group {-CH(CH3)2} trars to the chlorine, while the methyl {-CH3} group is cis to the

chlorine. Which of the structures below represents menthyl chloride in its most stable

conformation?

fn' cr++ *"§1"< ,,.d<
oA B c

',,.-f,Iîï

7. Shown below are the three contormational

Ca bond of 2-fl uo,o-3-methylbutane.

E

energy minima coresponding to rotation about the C_

The relati\æ energies of these conformations are best described as:

A) All three are of equal energy
B) The three are of different energies

C) Two have equal energy and the third is lower in energy than these
D) Two have equal energy and the third is higher in energy than these

Solutions will be posted at www.preplOl.com/solutions 39
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8. Which of the structures shown below is a pair of geometric isomers?

1n=f-v7
/..----.(-Bt u,, r:-7,

ffi-u,llo 6

--)/...-.--..-_LoH

BrH
À,4

/--7----/ oH
Br8

s,4-+oH
1-...-----/

* fn*
A. 1and2 B.2and4 C' 6and2 D' 1and5 E Band2

9. How many of lhe structures below are in a cis configuration?

CHt
I

,,.-§A \A'"',,.. §§tn,,,..§§.r, §§Ër',
I
CHI

,..ti k fu--",u'cl§{'*r' \j\"'
CH:

A.2 8.3 c 4 D'5 E'6

Solutions will be posted at www'prep1O1'com/solutions
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10. Cyclohexene reacts with bromine in salurated aqueous sodium chloride to yield frans
1 -bromo-2-chlorocyclohexane and other products.

a. Draw a structurar formura that specifies the stereochemistry of trans-.r -bromo-2-
chlorocyclohexane.

b' oraw a structurar formura thât specifies the stereochemistry of the most slabre conformarion of
crs-1 -bromo-2-chlorocyclohexane.

c Name the fo'owing compound by the rupAc system. The name must indicate thestereochemistry of the compound.

11. Chair-chair interconversions of equal energy are only possible in the case of:

A) 1-ethyt-1-methytcyctohexane B) a[cis_1,2,3-trimethylcyctohexane
C) ethylcyclohexane D) cis_1,4-diethÿcylcohexane

Solutions will be posted at www.preplOt.com/sotutions
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Fisher Projection Formulas

. Horizontal lines are understood to be coming out olthe page.

. Vertical lines are underslood to be going into the page.

Example:

Xt:
, ,r,r'f-" H

\z
Fischer Projection

Or considered another way:

A
e,4 a.ffiæF#

ln using Fischer Projections to test the superposability for two structures:

. You are permitted to rotate a Fisher Proiection in the plane of the paper

other angle'

. You must always keep the Fisher Proiection in the plane of the paper'

. You are not allowÊd to flip e Fisher Proiection over'

!Y 1!q but bY no

,^#, ff^
C
I

I

I
D

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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